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• Simulation-based inference (SBI) constructs Likelihood through forward simulation by 
using Density estimation likelihood-free inference (DELFI) 

•SBI + machine learning + Bayesian inference → posterior distribution  



Theory

Ωtot, Ωb, Ωm, ΩΛ, H0, ns . . . •A model is characterized by parameters.
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Observations/experiments

We would like to determine parameters 
from observational results!

(e.g) cosmological model
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•In Bayesian inference, we evaluate the 
posterior distribution of parameters 
with MCMC.

How do you obtain posterior distributions?



p(θ | t0) ∝ ℒ(t0 |θ)p(θ)

p(model |data)

For given data, we evaluate which theoretical parameter values explain the 
data well.

posterior

Posterior Likelihood Prior

ℒ(t0 ∣ θ) =
1

σ 2π
exp (−

(x − μ)2

2σ2 )
(Key question 1)

We usually assume Gaussian as likelihood. Can 
we use a more flexible likelihood?



Another parameter estimation approach

Artificial Neural Network(ANN)

•The ANN is one of the machine learning techniques. Once we train the architecture of ANN 
by training the dataset, we can apply the trained network to unknown data sets.

Input OutputANN

Power spectrum, images Parameters
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•We usually DO NOT evaluate the uncertainty of machine learning itself. ANN just returns “points”.

•In Bayesian inference with MCMC, we need to calculate likelihood (and prior)  to obtain the 
posterior of parameters.
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•We usually DO NOT evaluate the uncertainty of machine learning itself. ANN just returns “points”.

Key question 2. 
Can we obtain posterior with ANN direct parameter estimate?

•In Bayesian inference with MCMC, we need to calculate likelihood (and prior)  to obtain the 
posterior of parameters.



Q2. Can we obtain the posterior with an ANN direct parameter estimate?

Q1.We usually assume Gaussian as likelihood. Can we use a more flexible likelihood?

p(θ | t0) ∝ ℒ(t0 |θ)p(θ) ℒ(t0 ∣ θ) =
1

σ 2π
exp (−

(x − μ)2

2σ2 )

Key Questions

?



Posterior inference with machine learning

(Zhao+ 2022a)

•This paper suggested a “likelihood-free” approach (DELFI, Density estimation likelihood-free 

inference) or simulation-based inference in 21cm study. They consider conditional density 

distribution instead of likelihood.

p(θ | t0) ∝ ℒ(t0 |θ)p(θ)
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Posterior inference with machine learning

(Zhao+ 2022a)

•This paper suggested a “likelihood-free” approach (DELFI, Density estimation likelihood-free 

inference) or simulation-based inference in 21cm study. They consider conditional density 

distribution instead of likelihood.

p(θ | t0) ∝ ℒ(t0 |θ)p(θ)

Summaries: 
EoR parameters( )Tvir, ζ

Data: 21cm image



(Zhao+ 2022a)

•Mixture density networks(MDN) (Bishop 1994)

•Masked Autoencoder for Density Estimation (MADE) (Papamakarios+ 2017)

(See also Alsing+2019)

MCMC sampling

Training dataset {θ, t}

Posterior inference with machine learning
We train neural networks with  and obtain conditional density  based on simulations.{θ, t} p(t ∣ θ)
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(Zhao+ 2022a)

•Mixture density networks(MDN) (Bishop 1994)

•Masked Autoencoder for Density Estimation (MADE) (Papamakarios+ 2017)

(See also Alsing+2019)

MCMC sampling

Training dataset {θ, t}

Posterior inference with machine learning

We obtain more flexible 
likelihood (Conditional 
density)

We train neural networks with  and obtain conditional density  based on simulations.{θ, t} p(t ∣ θ)



(Zhao+ 2022a)

•We can directly compare the posterior obtained from 21cm image map with the posterior obtained 
from 21cm PS with MCMC.

Posterior from 21cm image and PS

21cm image map can provide tighter constraints on EoR parameters than 21cm PS
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Exploring the likelihood

Prelogovic & Mesinger(2023)

•If we include a covariance matrix in Gaussian-
likelihood, parameter inference is improved.

•NDE(neural density estimator) with 
Gaussian-mixture provides best constraints on 
parameters.

The non-Gaussian likelihood including covariance 
matrix is better than the Gaussian likelihood for 
parameter inference from 21cm power spectrum.
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• Simulation-based inference (SBI) constructs Likelihood through forward simulation by 
using Density estimation likelihood-free inference (DELFI) 

•SBI + machine learning + Bayesian inference → posterior distribution  



Mixture density networks(MDN) (Bishop 1994)

Masked Autoencoder for Density Estimation (MADE) (Papamakarios et al 2017)

(See also Alsing+2019,Wang+2020)



(Zhao+ 2022b)

•We can also compare the posterior obtained from 21cm PS by MCMC with posterior obtained by 
machine learning based approach (DELFI).

•The posterior probability distribution can be obtained with the same accuracy when MCMC is performed 
and when DELFI is applied.

Comparing posteriors


